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Introduction
Who made the vaccine? When journalist Sirin Kale
went to meet the vaccine scientists last year,1 she found
collaborative teams working long hours in a race against
time. Vaccine research is hard and not particularly well
paid. What was the secret of success? she asked. Our
husbands, our families, our networks, her interviewees
responded: you can’t make a vaccine without someone
cooking your dinner, doing your laundry and looking after
your children.2 As these dedicated modern scientists saw
it, care made the vaccine.
Stories of care have been the steady baseline beat of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In the beginning our spirits were
raised by acts of spontaneous community care – the
WhatsApp groups that enabled neighbours to support
one another: collecting medicines, providing company,
preparing Iftar suppers. Those of us who participated found
that we felt just that bit better from connecting with and
helping others.
More alarming was the thrum of crisis that came from
our care homes: the realisation that too many were dying
– that care homes had been abandoned, required to tend
vulnerable older people without the requisite resources
and protection. Tragically, care workers themselves
became vectors of contagion as many were forced to
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continue working even when unwell – on low pay, without
benefits, they had no other options if their families
were to eat.
As schools closed, millions more families found their lives
hanging from increasingly precarious threads. The ‘shecession’, the dent to women’s work as nurseries closed and
home-schooling increasingly fell to mothers, has made
headlines.3 Schools are a form of care that allow us to
work. They are also the places where vulnerable children
are cared for – through the provision of school meals, the
presence of trusted adults and much needed friendship.
This pandemic has exposed a deep crisis in care.4 Despite
decades of brilliant work: the research, the policy papers,
the advocacy and the data, we are stuck. So, today we
want to ask how could things be different? Can we tell a
new story about the ways in which care would enable all of
us to flourish? A story that ignites imaginations and moves
us towards new action? Can we care about care?
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In 2017, in a surprise TED talk watched by 3.5 million
people, Pope Francis addressed the ways in which our
futures are deeply connected and dependent on one
another. ‘I become an I, through a you,’ the Pope declared.5
His words echoed the writings of the German philosopher
Martin Buber, whose 1920s treatise I and Thou describes
the way that we become human through our relationships
with and care for each other and the natural world around
us.6 Just as trees stand tall in their individual beauty
by entwining their roots with one another, so we as
individuals, communities and nations only fully reach our
potential within ecosystems of care and support.
This idea that the work of caring for one another is core to
our humanity and human wellbeing was well understood
by our ancestors. In my own work and practice, I draw
on Aristotle’s concept of eudaimonia. Often translated
as ‘happiness’, Aristotle’s concept is closer to that of
‘flourishing’. Aristotle argued that we need support to grow
and develop and we need a sense of meaning; of our place
in the world. For Aristotle, this meaning comes through
collective participation in the home, the market place and
societies’ wider institutions.7 In other words, tending to
one another and the wider infrastructure that shapes our
world is what enables us to flourish.
In the West this understanding of human flourishing has
gradually unravelled. Our implicit understanding of human
thriving as a collective endeavour in which caring (and
our need to draw on support) plays a central role, was
replaced by a utilitarian model perhaps best characterised
by that rapscallion homo economicus – the individual who
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realises himself through a ruthless quest to maximise
individual material gain.8 Caring in this utilitarian model
would be outsourced, placed elsewhere, out of sight. If we
could find a way for others to take on this messy business,
so this logic runs, then that is the route to wellbeing.
There were good reasons for this shift, not least the
realisation that the work of care – everything we do to
maintain, continue and repair our world, our bodies,
our selves and our environment 9– was increasingly not
shared, but was racialised and feminised. Falling on
women within the household and again on women, and
in particular women of colour, within institutionalised
welfare systems.10 Care work, these women remind us, can
be joyful and fulfilling. But it is often repetitive, tedious,
oppressive and rarely valued either in monetary or any
other form. A world in which caring is neither shared nor
valued oppresses: it does not enable the carer or the cared
for to flourish.
But today I think we see a hunger to reimagine these
tensions and to think again. Growing numbers of us want
to put care for each other and the environment before
money.11 Attachment Economics, Restoration Economics,
the Foundational Economy, the work of the Women’s
Budget Group – all this thinking and more represents
an enquiry into how we might reorder our economies.12
The intention is to heal the current split in consciousness
whereby we are asked in myriad ways, explicit and
implicit, to contribute to the economies of extraction in the
hope that invisible others will do the work of repair and
care, on which we all depend.
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Today we face a binary world that falsely assumes work
and care are mutually exclusive spheres. Millions of us
live lives of acute stress as we try to manage this border
war: the competing demands of caring for small children;
friends who perhaps need some extra support; young
adults whose minds and bodies are deemed not to ‘fit’, or
for our beloved parents. Before the pandemic struck I was
conducting workshops across Britain with people from
all walks of life: nurses, carers, grave diggers, university
professors, nuclear weapon makers and more. All cited
this ‘juggle, juggle’ as the single biggest challenge in living
good lives. Everyone wanted to rethink the linear working
life in new ways that would allow work to be rewoven with
time for connecting, learning and caring.
These demands are not new. We stand on the shoulders
of decades of feminist scholarship, the activism of
disability and carer movements and more recently
environmentalists, who understand the ethical connections
between care for ourselves and wider living webs. But
might this moment – in which the forces of a technology
revolution (which is disrupting our work); a looming
environmental catastrophe (which must reorder what
work counts); and the cruel effects of the pandemic (which
have so brutally exposed the fault lines in our existing
care systems) – offer us a real chance to reimagine
and reorganise?
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Work and care: a new
relationship
I originally studied history and I have a deep interest in the
relationship between technology revolutions and social
change.13 The relationship is not linear: the social gains that
have previously accompanied shifts in technology – better
health, longer lives, better working conditions – have
been hard won and are not irreversible.14 But the longer
run trends are clear: new technology disrupts and creates
opportunities for radical social change.
If you had told those who crowded into our cities in the
last technology revolution – that of mass production – that
they would gain guaranteed decent incomes, paid holiday
and a 2-day weekend, you would have been roundly
mocked. And yet it happened. I want to suggest that the
weekend – that totemic gain of the early 20th century15
– should be echoed in this century, in a rethinking of the
relationship between work and care. Care time should
become as normal as the weekend.
Some perhaps – like their early 20th century counterparts
– believe such a change sounds utopian. But the lessons
from history and from modern-day experiments prove
otherwise. Weaving care and work together enables higher
productivity and greater life satisfaction. It might also
enable us to repair the fragile ecosystems on which our
human life ultimately depends.
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Let me give you just two examples. The first, from
the 1930s when Kellogg’s, the largest manufacturer of
breakfast cereals in the world, started a radical experiment:
6-hour working days. Workers at Kellogg’s embraced the
change – in the 1930s people assumed that technology
would deliver such liberation as the norm, the economist
John Maynard Keynes after all had recently written a
treatise predicting the 15-hour week.16 What detailed
economic and household studies of the Kellogg’s
experience show are two things. Firstly, workers used
their time in many different ways, but all recorded their
increased health and happiness from having the time
for ‘maintenance’; taking care of children, making things
from culture to good meals, joining clubs and just passing
time together. Secondly, Kellogg’s productivity and
profitability rose even though workers were earning the
same wages for less hours. Cared for and happy workers
were better workers: output rose and industrial accidents
fell dramatically.17
Such evidence would not surprise modern-day
experimenters such as Karen Mattison and Emma Stewart,
the founders of TimeWise.18 Their consultancy is built on
a simple premise: if you offer good, part-time, flexible
work you will attract a talented, loyal and highly motivated
workforce. It is not surprising that, particularly in the
beginning, many TimeWise clients were new mothers
seeking ways to balance the care of small children with
the continuing love of their professions. TimeWise grew
in the early years because employers realised they were
attracting higher calibre candidates through offering
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predictable but flexible work: time to care. More recently
the gender balance has evened out – after all, fathers
also want to care as do older workers and many more.
TimeWise are pioneers because they have shown over
almost two decades that work and care can be reintegrated
so that life and business is better.
The common thread running through the reorganisation
of Kellogg’s, the innovations at TimeWise, the words of
the Pope and the interventions of activists, is a recovery
and reconceptualisation of what it is to be human and
to flourish.
Our systems – social and economic – are designed around
who we imagine humans to be. Today that imagined
human is the solitary, calculating and insatiable homo
economicus, already referred to. To create change we need
to explicitly recognise that scholarship across the widest
range of disciplines tells us that humans are not in fact
wired in this rational, individualistic way.19 This human
template no longer fits and must be consciously replaced.
It is time to give homo economicus a good death and to
replace him with sapiens integra. 20 Sapiens integra works,
cares, loves, plays and learns for pleasure. They become
who they are in relationship to others, assuming, valuing
and making visible whole, connected human beings with
our unique aspects, blemishes, affects and defects. We
grow, we compete and sometimes we suffer. Sapiens
integra is the template around which we can design
our new systems.
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I am arguing that at a profound level improving wellbeing
is not about the design of a great social care system that
patches up the gaps where real life should be. It is about
turning this thinking on its head. We must think first how
to create the conditions for good lives: which means the
ability to support and care for one another, across the
life span. We can acknowledge that this work is messy,
sometimes painful and that its pleasures and pains need
to be shared. We must recognise that care is a continuum:
we need every-day time that allows us each to contribute,
and we need the expertise of professionals working
within redesigned support systems. This redesign then
does not start within the current system. It starts with this
very different understanding of the role care plays within
human and natural world systems. This in turn provides
the very different principles that can guide and govern the
creation of those new systems.
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In nature, the new is frequently born through cataclysm:
the flood, the forest fire, the ravages wreaked by a storm.
Perhaps we can use the current conjuncture in a similar
way. We could free our imaginations for just a moment by
imagining the death of an institution that exemplifies the
impossible boundaries we have placed between every day
human care and the service that goes by the same name;
an institution that in this pandemic has been the site of so
much grief and death: the care home.21
The story of a friend of mine may be familiar to you.
Shortly before the pandemic made such things impossible,
she visited her mother who is frail, elderly and lives in
a home where she must be bathed, dressed and fed by
others. My friend no longer recognises the wisp of a figure
her mother has become. Her mother in turn has long
forgotten who her daughter is. This situation is a source of
anguish for my friend – let’s call her Mary – who, despite
the fact she will not be recognised, makes the long trip
from London to the North East on a regular basis, full of
love for her mother.
On one particular visit Mary found her mother distressed
and in considerable pain: it seemed her tooth had broken.
Unable to get a proper look, she suggested to the doctor
on duty that perhaps an anaesthetic could be arranged
in order to examine the problem without causing her
mother distress and address the pain. Oh no, the doctor
demurred; the anaesthetic would need to be general and it
might kill her.
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The care home is a place fraught with complex emotions
and contradictions. Few of us can bear to think about the
frailty that is inherent in being human. And hardly anyone
wants to live within an institution. Our apprehension
that we may be moved from our home to ‘a home’ is not
only a fear of death – the only exit. It is a fear of loss, of
the disruption of life’s natural rhythms. Being dressed in
someone else’s cardigan, eating things you dislike, next
to people who do not interest you, losing your memory
and your mind.22
Of course, care homes for older people are only one
part of our industrial care system. It surprises many to
learn how few of us will in fact reside in such places and
surprises even more of us to learn of the substantial care
need among younger adults and among the 15 million of
us who suffer from chronic health conditions that require
active care, as opposed to the medicine on offer.23 In fact,
of those receiving care paid for by their local authority,
around a third are younger adults who account for around
half of annual funding.24
But the care home perfectly symbolises the care system
we know today. It is a node in a form of warehousing that
is euphemistically called ‘care’ and is on offer for everyone,
not just older people. Childcare – another point in this
failing system – is also organised according to the same
industrial logic. This logic seeks to lower the unit costs
in order to increase the scale of production. The answer
is low wages for carers and as many young children as
possible allocated to each carer. Against the advice of
childcare experts, up to eight pre-school children can be
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left with one adult carer.25 Policymakers assure us that the
carers are increasingly well trained. But no adult, however
well qualified, can take eight very small children on a walk
or make something with so many tiny hands at once. The
activities core to our human development are curtailed.26
For older people, and for adults who are cared for within
their own homes, the ‘care’ on offer is not much different:
you simply find yourself at a different point on the
industrial conveyor belt. This is the system that will offer a
young person ‘a befriending service’ rather than seek ways
to make every day connections to existing friends. It is the
system that confuses the practical support adults need to
live their lives, with paternal ideas of care provision.27 And
it is the system that leaves notes by the door, reminding
the visiting carer – who will rarely be the same person and
will have a 15-minute visiting slot – that the white flannel is
for the face and the blue flannel is for the bottom.
Care today is not defined by the warmth of human
connection or the practicalities of support needed, but
by an uneasy relationship between the market place and
transactional state regulations. The care home is a place
where fortunes are made. It is well documented that too
many children’s homes and older people’s homes in the
UK are centres of profit: physical assets are wrapped into
complex financing structures where taxes can be avoided,
and immense wealth is made from ‘flipping’ the assets
when the time is right.28
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Unsurprisingly, given the mismatch between human need
and the state/market structures, few can bear to work long
in these conditions. In her moving and magisterial study
of the crisis of care Labours of Love, Madeleine Bunting
writes of her visits to a care home that is well run, ‘…but
the quiet routine seemed to amplify the sense of surplus,
of unneeded human beings and of unwanted time.’ In
the end, Bunting can’t bear to go back, ‘I had retreated,
overwhelmed by the sheer scale of human need bursting
out of that neat building.’29
I have written before of the choice faced by many
thousands of health workers, social workers and care
workers, between burn out and numb out.30 Working
shadow shifts in different institutions (such as care homes
for older people and residential care for at risk young
people), I notice the gap between the ‘personal care plans’
routinely referred to by my colleagues and the reality of
the person sitting waiting – to be moved, fed, medicated.
Bunting describes the ‘distant, bland competence used
by the staff, with varying degrees of cheerfulness’. She
describes a lack of humanity as a way of coping.
The alternative is to leave. Care is a sector with high
turnover rates and an estimated 100,000 plus vacancies.31
Kelly is one of thousands of carers who cannot bare
to stay. ‘My shift was 7am to 3pm, but I would work
sometimes until 8pm because I was always behind. Later
I discovered that my insurance stopped at 3pm, and after
that it was at my own risk.’ Kelly recounts the worry – that
she had not done a good job, the pain at leaving people
who plead with her to stay just 5 more minutes. She lost
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weight, took the worries home, stopped sleeping. After 18
months she has to resign. She explains to her manager
that this is not care. He explains to her that this is what
social services can afford.32
In his 2019 film Sorry We Missed You, the filmmaker Ken
Loach shows the impact of this form of industrial care
work on the care worker’s home and family life: the
costly social spill overs that undermine us. Abbie loves
her care work and we see her kind and mindful care for
those in her charge. We live her long shifts (impossible
to fulfil on public transport once she loses her car) and
we see how the combined low pay and long hours of her
and her husband’s work (Ricky is a delivery van driver)
make it impossible to juggle caring for their own children.
Supervising homework, noticing when her teenage son
runs into trouble, doing the laundry, saving enough
money for the electric meter and the myriad more things
that are required to maintain family life are out of reach
for the care worker. We watch as, in debt and exhausted,
Abbie’s once loving home life comes apart in the face of
impossible odds.
The low wages that Abbie must endure may contribute
to the profits of the private care provider but they
create costs elsewhere: the untold personal cost of an
unravelling marriage; the significant financial costs to the
state through the need for police intervention; the court
appearances of her son; the need for school intervention, a
truancy service and mental health support.
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Too often when we talk about redesigning care, the
conversation is about redesigning pathways into and out
of these systems. We also talk about how these systems
might be better funded. But the reality is that we need to
talk about the stuff of care itself and we need to start to
unpick and reweave our systems in new ways. This is hard.
It requires new stories, new ways of seeing and working,
and new forms of data and accounting.
The work and methods of the French philosopher and
historian Michel Foucault provide us with one such shift
in perspective. In the middle of the last century Foucault
embarked on a unique study of institutions. In invoking the
death of the care home, I am echoing and inverting one of
the most famous of these studies: The Birth of the Clinic.33
The Birth of the Clinic is a study of the transformation
of a system: a moment in history when disease – which
up until the end of the 18th century had been located in
the family and the family home (with family members
responsible for care) – moves into the medical space of
the clinic. Once established, the clinic becomes associated
with certain rules and practices. Power becomes vested in
the new medical profession whose systems of observation
and classification create an almost abstract science that
is no longer about the individual human or the wider
social context. The contemporary development of statistics
played a particular and important role in this new culture
and practice.
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It’s hard not to see the parallels between the clinic and
the care home: a focus on the body, rather than the whole
social being; a binary shift from family to institution; a
sanctity of the professionals – the ones who know – and
the reliance on data and indicators, which officially tell us
what is happening – whether the home is clean and the
residents are ‘cared’ for, but in fact occlude most of what
we want to know: how people are feeling, the quality of
human interactions, the balance of power between those
in need of support and those paid to offer support.
Foucault likened his historical analysis to archaeology. In
seeking to uncover how institutions come into being he
was trying to understand and make visible the way certain
institutions come to order society in ways that are so
deep rooted they are perceived as immutable and beyond
question. The procedures and ways of operating of these
institutions – the clinic, the prison and I would add the
care home – are tightly regulated but seldom questioned.
Indeed, Foucault’s studies show that such institutions
are rarely reformed even when they have clearly failed.34
Instead the impulse is to reinvoke or redesign the
original, such is the strength of the wider systems of data,
regulation and professionalism that these institutions
hold in place.
Again we can see the parallels here with the care system
and the ways in which plans for deep reform are regularly
stalled, ignored or watered down.35 We can also see the
abstraction to which Foucault refers in the striking way in
which care debates today are largely conducted without
reference to the wider social context: the increasing
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poverty and widening social inequalities that impact on
children’s care in particular. Children in Britain’s 10 poorest
neighbourhoods are 10 times more likely to be taken
into care compared with their affluent peers. And yet
this correlation between poverty and care is not central
to current plans for system reform, which continue to
emphasise the regulation and practice of the system as if it
operates in a social vacuum.36
I’m using this comparison because I want to illuminate
the way things within the care system that we currently
see as disparate: research, data, working conditions,
our understanding of risk, of cost, of regulation, even
the language of care, are part of a connected way of
thinking and operating that can no longer serve us.37 By
invoking the death of the care home, I am not necessarily
suggesting we do not need homes, rather I am asking a
bigger question about how we might free ourselves from
the concepts that no longer serve us in order to think again
and to flourish. I’m also situating our need to redesign and
reimagine within a particular historical context. We have
inherited an industrial system of care. In this century – a
new technological era in which we face new challenges
and have new possibilities – we can create something new.
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The Health Foundation’s REAL Centre is a unique space
for the careful and meticulous work required to birth new
systems. This is work of the imagination – making a leap
into the future, while drawing on the best of the past. And
it is work of practical experimentation, drawing on the
new ways of caring that are growing all around us. These
new models are often fragile, struggling to survive within
the apparatus of the old system: regulations, metrics and
markets that are antithetical to caring. I can’t cover every
aspect of the apparatus that needs to be reimagined and
redesigned, but in closing I would like to talk about five
aspects we could work on now. Each is largely a silence in
current debates but a necessary foundation stone of any
new system.

1. The imagineers
It is those with experience of caring and being cared for
who have the ideas, the stories, the imagination to help
us think again. This work is not about consultation or
simply about ensuring a (critical) representation of lived
experience. It is not about those with power deciding too
late in the process to let others in. It is about shifting the
frame, starting from the perspective of those who are knee
high, or who at a particular moment in time need extra
support, or who like Kelly have suffered from working
in the current system and have ideas about alternatives.
This is where we must start: with the invisible wiring of
the system and the everyday stories that we shouldn’t
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try to flatten but rather hear on their own terms. This way
of working takes time, something I will return to, but it is
where we start.

2. The carers
I write with my computer propped up on two large
volumes of the Oxford Dictionary printed in 1959. These
dictionaries define ‘care’ as to tend, syn. worry, concern,
pressure, tension. Interestingly, there is no entry for
‘carer’, a word that Bunting describes as, ‘A reductionist
description of a relationship developed to suit the
bureaucratic need, rather than lived experience.’
One in ten of us have some form of caring role and we
want to see caring reimagined in ways that are at once
bold and tender, extraordinary and every day.38 Millions of
us want to have the possibility of caring when we want to:
we will be the barefoot carers in ways which can only be
enabled by rethinking work.39 But this will not be enough.
Carers – although they might not be called that – must be
to this technology revolution what engineers were to the
last. The work of this century is work of repair: of ourselves
and of our wider environments.
If we are to make a transition to the restorative green
economy that will ensure humanity’s future and is longed
for by many, then the work of care and of maintenance –
of each other and the wider webs of life of which we are
part – will be a core and respected activity. We have to
design this role in such a way that thousands can embrace
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the work, not because they have to but because they
want to: because it provides a good income and time for
a good life, because it is honoured. This means moving
from data that tell us about the costs of care to new forms
of accounting that reveal the impact of the investment in
care.40 It means creating paths from ‘dirty’ jobs to ‘clean’
care and it requires redefining the nature of the work.

3. The craft
Care is an art, a craft, a relationship. It is about
entanglement in the lives of others and in emotions that
are not always comfortable. Care is not an activity that
can happen by the clock: the slots that undo Kelly, Abbie
and so many more brilliant professionals I have worked
alongside. Care belongs in the world of kairos time
(measured by flow and connection) as opposed to chronos
time (the industrial time measured by minutes and
deadlines). Care is not the same as cure – yet it so often
seems we have confused these categories. This is why our
care systems ‘think’ in terms of an activity that is costed,
rationed and meted out in response to a specific need or
life moment, as opposed to an ongoing human activity.
10 years ago, I led a participative design experiment, which
created a new form of community-based care for those
aged 60 and older. Circle was a local membership club
seeded in a number of different communities. Membership
did not distinguish between those offering and those
receiving support. Over 10,000 older people joined or
took part. They were clear that all activities – from help
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in the home to social meet-ups – needed to be valued
according to the quality of the relationship. We had to
design a business model that valued the activity and the
relationship forged, as opposed to a traditional model that
would cost tasks based on the time taken. Evaluations of
Circle showed how developmental metrics and new forms
of accounting that take a wide range of values into account
can work in practice.41

4. The new institutions
As the proverb rightly goes, new wine cannot be made
in old bottles, both bottles and wine are damaged. We
need to reimagine the institutions that together constitute
the 21st century infrastructure of care. This infrastructure
includes the spaces in which we play, generous housing
that can allow different generations to be together, park
benches, public toilets – all these make it possible to
connect and live together: they take care of us.
This infrastructure also includes professional support:
expert child care, personal assistants for adults with
disabilities, support when our families are in trouble, as
older adults, and later in life. But what we imagine here is
not a sibling system to the NHS, a national standardised
set of institutions. It is about a web of support: many
different actors and possibilities that share a core set
of values but operate differently according to what is
required. In almost every case we have the templates of
these new forms of care from Shared Lives (a growing
national home share scheme providing support to young
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adults and older people); to Buurtzorg (holistic, nurseled community care); to Somerset Carers (a platform
to enable micro providers to support individuals across
Somerset); to the community Circles I started almost two
decades ago.42 These new forms of care share an ethos
that emphasises care as a relationship – giving autonomy
to the carers and to those of us who need support at a
particular moment.
Creating this infrastructure requires new leadership. In
the United States, the Holding Co. is a lab dedicated to
designing how we care for each other. In 2020 it published
the first ever Care 100 list.43 The list is noteworthy
because it honours influential people in care based on an
understanding of the diversity of leaders (social investors,
practitioners, activists, scholars) who are required to build
a system.
And it requires new forms of policymaking.44 The state
must provide a framework setting out a new goal that
describes national flourishing and the role of care. We
require a design code – the values and parameters that
enable small, human-scale solutions to grow within a
national framework. This is a policymaking process that is
about a clear vision, human networks and relationships.
It is the opposite of the existing industrial command
and control policymaking process.45 The parameters
will specify new forms of metric and regulation, within
a culture in which our relationships to one another are
what matter most.46 This in turn requires a new economic
framework: a care economy.
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5. Within a care economy
What about the money? One answer to this question is:
we just don’t know. Our metrics are too limited. When
we think about the care economy we sometimes include
the expenditure of those who pay for their own care –
but not always. We rarely include the contribution of
unpaid carers. We are uncertain even about what ‘care’ is:
strikingly, what people choose to spend their own money
or personal budgets on – perhaps a taxi to see a friend
or to get to the hairdresser – rarely tallies with formal
categories of ‘care’.
We pay care workers derisory sums and do not factor
in the cost of churn, recruitment, agencies, the misery
of those who are cared for and the wider system costs
dealing with burn out and the mental stress of our carers
and their families. We accept an inequitable distortion of
resources with funding skewed away from communities
and individuals, towards inspection and regulation. With
younger people and with old, we do not calculate the later
costs of refusing to provide early the smaller, personal
things – things those with personal budgets always choose
– when needed. And lastly, we accept the scandalous
leakage in untaxed profits made by for profit private
care providers.
But the more important answer is that this question is too
narrow. 21st century care must be capitalised within a new
economic framework. We need to start to think about a
care economy and this requires two shifts.
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First, care needs to be categorised not as a cost but as
a core investment: as essential infrastructure, just as
understood by the vaccine scientists. In the US we see
important moves towards this understanding. The work
of the Holding Co. – who have drawn attention to the size
of the care economy, which they value at $648bn ‘larger
than the US pharmaceutical market and the US hotel,
car manufacturing, and social networking industries
combined’, has been pivotal in the argument accepted by
President Biden that care is critical infrastructure, a core
investment category rather than a cost. 47 In the UK, we
must recognise the centrality of care to local community
and any concept of ‘levelling up’, while placing care and
care work as central to a modern, green industrial strategy
in the ways I have described.48
The second shift is closely related. The care economy will
need a particular set of rules to flourish. Foundational
principles would include a broad definition of resource
in which time, skills and money can be blended in new
ways; a regulatory framework that does not distinguish
between public and private providers but privileges worker
ownership models and makes illegal the extraction of
profits (surplus in this economy must be reinvested in the
care economy); a culture that privileges learning over audit
to ensure continuous experimentation and growth in our
still nascent thinking about what could be.
*
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The COVID-19 pandemic has been a cataclysm, brutally
exposing the crisis in the funding, culture and operation
of our care systems. I have argued that we can honour
this recent experience and the deeper legacies of injustice,
by creating something new. There are many working
examples of the forms of care and support I have outlined
here. What we are missing and I am arguing for, is the new
framework that would allow these models to grow and,
in turn, allow us to thrive. This can only happen when we
dare to imagine: when we recover what it really means to
care, and when we rescue this most human activity from
the industrial clutches of an outdated system, and together
create the new.
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